6-3-2015 10000 Islamic Militants Killed along with 100000
SWF by Walter Reed MD's who took their $$$ + MacBook
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6-3-2015 US says 10000 Islamic State militants killed in
nine-month campaign...
6-3-2015 US said on Beau's Brain Cancer Death 15000 others
who die of brain Cancer in the same nine-months that killed
10000 Islamic State Militants!
Same nine-months 10000 Islamic State militants were killed
these 100000 SWF Girls in the USA lost out on getting a Apple
MacBook Pro as the Walter Reed MD's got their $$$

1980 was the Godsent ElectricWindmillFord Escort! By Greg
who was writing BDay cards and meet Teddy Kennedy, 6
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who was writing BDay cards and meet Teddy Kennedy, 6
months before I read Animal Farm and got this Godsent
Invention that should have won the War on Brain + Breast
Cancer in 1980. And killed all Moslems in Mecca via 10 cent
gasoline in 1980!
6-3-2015 US said on Beau's Brain Cancer State of the Arts
biopsy might not only look at characterizing the cells or
genes, but the epigenome as well, never was state of the arts
on Beau's Brain Cancer biopsy in the same nine-months that
killed 10000 Islamis State Militants!
6-3-2015 VP Biden when along with Brain Cancer Cure Lost
to Islamic State fighters when the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort would have won the Iraq War and the Brain + Breast
Cancer War!

6-3-2015 US made classified from CIA that Combat Wounded
Veterans who die in the USA 10000 their Organs are sold to
Saudi and other Oil Men...
6-3-2015 US said 40000 SWF died of Stag 4 Breast Cancer is
the same 9 months 10000 Islamic State Militants were killed!

6-3-2015 Rochelle Shoretz, Founder of Cancer Support Group,
Dies at 42 By SAM ROBERTS NYT Ms. Shoretz, a lawyer who
clerked for Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of the Supreme
Court, founded Sharsheret in 2001 after learning she had
breast cancer. Ginsburg's Supreme Court in a 1984 II
Dictator Era of Moslem War Killings of 10000 in last 9
months and 10 million since Bush Shock + Awe is a war
crime as Justice Ruth Ginsburg mass murdered 1 million SWF
in the USA and their children via cancers, birth defects,
murder suicide in Domestic War that can be won by 1984 III
MD women in less than 9 months via Apple iPhone 6 ++
recording and videos of the master mind Mad Man who is
going to kill 19K of them in the next 9 months over who gave
who Syphilis, HIV, STD's MS Virus... etc. After the Coup I think
MD Women Dictators should make Law School give a JD + MD
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MD Women Dictators should make Law School give a JD + MD
no more Lawyers... Society will have Lawyer-MD's who will
still take $777 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks at Walter Reed
Hospital if they are not recorded on the iPhone 6 +++ grin!
Ginsburg is responsible for this rape... 3 Teenagers Are
Arrested in Rape in Chinatown By AL BAKER The 16-yearolds, who live in a Boys Town residence in Brooklyn, were
charged with raping and robbing a woman they
encountered at an Internet cafe, the police said. Video from
the aftermath of Monday’s attack offered a rare glimpse into
the kind of trauma that spills from such episodes. First, the
woman is seen pausing outside the 24-hour deli, at the
corner of Canal and Eldridge Streets. It is still dark and she
appears unsteady on her feet. A man with an umbrella
guides her toward the deli’s entrance. She enters, holding
onto the glass doors, bleeding, with her white shirt
bloodstained and seemingly torn on one side. She speaks
with a worker and some customers at the counter. “She asked
us to call the cops for her, so they gave her some napkins and
towels,” said Niff Alarage, 37, the owner of the deli, who
shared the video footage with police and played it for a
reporter on Tuesday. “She said there was three guys,” Mr.
Alarage said. “They beat her.” In the video, the woman is
seen pressing the towel to her face, dabbing her nose. Officers
came quickly, said Mr. Alarage, along with an ambulance
that took her to a hospital. Beyond the sexual violence, she
had bruises to her arms and legs, a police official said; she
was listed Tuesday in stable condition. The attack left the
woman, whom the police did not identify, “incoherent”
during an interview with detectives!

6-3-2015 US said this rape beating is related to the 540 NYC
gas station hold ups in the last 9 months 10000 Islamic
Fighters have been killed as the New York Times is prohibited
by our 1984 II Dictators on reporting the gas station
beatings of SWF by OJ holding up the NYC gas stations in the
same last 9 months!
6-3-2015 US said this rape beating is one of 540 in NYC in
the same 9 months 10000 Islamic Fighters were killed...
killing of the OJ rapists is off limits by Obama... grin! Cosby
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killing of the OJ rapists is off limits by Obama... grin! Cosby
will get a Medal of Honor from Obama.
6-3-2015 Pentagon directed Saudi Air Strikes in Yemen
killed VP Biden's son... "Airstrikes in Yemen Kill Allies of
Saudi-Led Coalition, Witnesses Say" By SHUAIB ALMOSAWA
New York Times The coalition killed at least 16 of its own
allies, including three senior leaders, according to a fighter
who was near the site of the bombing.

6-3-2015 By SHUAIB ALMOSAWA New York Times... rest of the
Top Brass at the NYT know Saudi-Led Airstrikes killed 1
million just in the USA who died of Brain + breast Cancers
since the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort suppression!
6-3-2015 US said 19000 SWF were murdered by a drunk man
in the USA in the same 9 months 10000 Islamic State
Militants were killed!
6-3-2015 US said OJ infected more than 10000 SWF with
Syphilis, HIV, STD, MS Virus in the same 9 months 10000
Islamic State Militants were killed!
6-3-2015 More than 10,000 Islamic State fighters have been
killed since the international coalition started its campaign
against the militant group nine months ago in Iraq and
Syria, U.S.

6-3-2015 VP Biden will comment on 10000 Islamic's killed
and Walter Reed Military + VA MD's killing 100,000 SWF and
other Americans in the same 9 months and got $777 Trillion
in gov. perks and $70 Billion in Medicare Over payment as
kickback to let 100,000 SWF + other Americans above die...
these Military + VA MD's are war criminals and will be put on
trial same as Japan Admirals and I would think Japan
Military MD's of WW II who go along with Brain Cancer Cure
Lost to Islamic State fighters when the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have won the Iraq War
and the Brain + Breast Cancer War!
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and the Brain + Breast Cancer War!
6-3-2015 GE War Crimes are 10000 since the 1980 Invention
of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. GE built the High-tension
electrical wires in Nepal and world wide when the Top Brass
at GE knows 10000 Cans of NASA made H @ -252 C will
generate more electricity than Nepal can use plus heat +
cool, cook etc. GE MRI Machines + other GE MD tools have
been lost to State of the Arts Advancements from GE working
on selling + building Giant Windmills + 100 Million Miles of
high-tension electric power lines world wide. GE should have
used all these GE Engineers on MRI and 10 mm breast cancer
scans for SWF in the USA.

6-3-2015 KATHMANDU, Nepal — helicopter had been flying at
a low altitude in the middle of a dense forest when it hit a
high-tension electrical wire.
6-3-2015 KATHMANDU, Nepal — A helicopter on a relief
mission for the international aid agency Doctors Without
Borders crashed in a district northeast of Kathmandu on
Tuesday afternoon, killing four people on board. Krishna
Prasad Gyawali, the chief district officer in Sindhupalchowk,
said that the helicopter had been flying at a low altitude in
the middle of a dense forest when it hit a high-tension
electrical wire. It was bringing three doctors from Doctors
Without Borders back to Kathmandu. In May, a United
States Marine helicopter, a UH-1 Huey, crashed on a high
mountain pass near the village of Charikot while on a relief
operation, killing six Marines on board and two Nepalese
soldiers.

6-3-2015 Beijing Bans Public Smoking, but Enforcement
Poses a Challenge
6-3-2015 1984 III MD Women Dictators will Ban Women
From Smoking and drinking alcohol when pregnant.
6-3-2015 1984 III MD Women Dictators... will use all of Los
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6-3-2015 1984 III MD Women Dictators... will use all of Los
Alamos Super Computers to do what the Japanese are doing
here... Japanese Companies Attack Neglected Diseases By
DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. In a joint effort, three drug companies
in Japan are allowing searches of their chemical compounds
for ways to treat Chagas and leishmaniasis.

6-3-2015 1984 III MD Women Dictators will make order Kelly
Graham MD to write iApps learn to write Apple code if he
doesn't know how for his next study in hospital
Readmission's! State of the Arts closely monitor patients will
be 24/7 iPhone 6 ++ monitored via video 24/7 audio
recordings 24/7 with iApps Code written to Yell at the
Patients before they do something wrong or to prevent a
fall... as "Fall" there are many kinds, types! Kelly L. Graham,
MD, MPH, a physician in the Division of General Medicine
and Primary Care at BIDMC and an Instructor in Internal
Medicine at Harvard Medical School (HMS). "Readmissions
in the first week were more highly associated with factors
related to the initial hospitalization than later
readmission's. These findings suggest that the standard 30day metric does not accurately reflect hospitals'
accountability for readmission's." 24/7 iPhone 6 ++ can also
monitor Patients during their hospital stay with different
Alarm Beeps going off for code written to Alert of Hospital
Staff Mistakes, forgetfulness. Wrong information given to the
patients!
"Waco biker defiant about negative stereotypes"
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
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inventsomething@live.com

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers
Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will
become "Doctor New York Times"
1,001 Times Faster than the Speed of light is a invention Greg
+ Wives in Key West will get...
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's at Walter Reed
+ VA!
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded in Windows 10 instead of
the "Games" and "Junk" in Memory of Beau will not happen!!
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer in Memory of Beau will VP Binden
LEAK $777 Trillion was wasted on MD's for Combat Wounded
Veterans... when they should have been working to win the
War on Cancer Greg + Wives will Win for our Revenge on
Military MD's!
6-2-2015 On The Death Of Beau Biden, Brain Cancer,
Progress And Hope by Elaine Schattner at Forbes!! Elaine goes
on to say we must help invent a cure without writing about
the Iraq War's MD's becoming Hero's - Now that Beau died
from Brain Cancer and his Dad is VP in a 1984 II Society
can VP Biden LEAK the wasted of $777 Trillion spent on Iraq
Wars + MD's $ Trillions taking care of Combat Wounded
Veterans... we all know the cause of Brain Cancer is SMOG
too!!
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Elaine Schattner; A cynic might say that it’s not worth
investing in research and developing better brain cancer
diagnostics and treatments. An optimist, such as I am, or a
politician, might say that we can and must help:
6-2-2015 Elaine Schattner; A cynic might say that it’s not
worth investing in research and developing better brain
cancer diagnostics and treatments. An optimist, such as I
am, or a politician, might say that we can and must help:
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
Memory of Beau will not happen!! Ultimatums Will Only
Aggravate Win 10.1 at Microsoft HQ. $7 Trillion spent on
Apple + iApps will give Humanity 1,001 Nobel's a Year in
Medicine, this will Aggravate Bill + Melinda Gates! Microsoft
has finally said when Windows 10, one of its biggest products
in years, will be available: July 29. Journal of Immunology,
iApps are at Apple.com not Microsoft.com

6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
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6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
Beau, Brain + Breast Cancer 2 years SCAM + No Mobilization
of Los Alamos Win 8.1 might not spent $1 Trillion on Win 10
but spend it on Apple! A Brain Cancer Coup from 1984 II
Dictators, this will never happen... grin! "Google Intensifies
Focus on Its Cardboard Virtual Reality Device" By CONOR
DOUGHERTY New York Times. 1984 II Dictators might
Intensify their Focus on Google's stifling of Beau's Brain
Cancer Diagnosis + Stage 4's 10 mm breast cancer Virtual
reality Device's made of Cardboard that make headlines in
the New York Times couple times a week as Brain + Breast
Cancer Google Focus on would be a Coup!
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
Memory of Beau will not happen!! Intel must also be arrested
for it's stifling CPU's when benchmarked headlines compare
Win 10 Intel i7 to Xeon 14 Core CPU which is faster than the
speed of light and will help humanity in Reality Really
Invent + Discover faster than the speed of light along with
gravity. Pull and push, Gravity's Pull and Thrust from your
Gravity Engine and you go faster than the speed of light.

6-2-2015 A runaway oil tanker truck exploded in a crowded
bus station in Nigeria’s south, setting 12 buses ablaze and
killing 69 people, about 30 other victims had been
hospitalized with severe burns.
6-2-2015 Military + VA MD's running away with $777
Trillion in Nigeria's French Oil $$$ setting the stage Today
for 12 more "Beau's" to die from Brain Cancer + SWF's to die
from Stage 4 Today! 300 or 3,000 others will be burned in a
fiery car crash in LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome and the Burn
Units will not make the NY Times Headlines like Beau did!

6-2-2015 Comcast and Time Warner Cable customers say
service is getting worst...
6-2-2015 MD customers at Walter Reed say service is getting
worst... since Todays Realization Biden died in 2 years with
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worst... since Todays Realization Biden died in 2 years with
no mobilization of Los Alamos Super Computers +
Hemingway House Writing Class Novel with Brainstorming
Ideas on every page by 100's writing on the same page at the
same time with an Apple iApp for this!
6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might
email all SWF's with Brain + Breast Cancer Today for a Key
West Working Vacation with Greg + Wives... best revenge; get
a Godsent Cure for Both Brain + Breast Cancer. I can hear
the "Din" in our Dictators Frontal Lobe Screaming No as
their Ship Sinks into a Super Nova!

6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
mobilize for papillomavirus vaccinations... given at Publix +
Whole Foods!
6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
mobilize for Syphilis, HIV, STD's, MS virus, given to Publix +
Whole Foods SWF who have no Warning Label for OJ our
Obama hooked them up with...
6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
Send Key West Navy Seals to rescue 1 Trillion SWF Sex Slaves
in Saudi Arabia... grin!

6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
make contact with Greg in Key West!
6-2-2015 1984 II Dictators since Todays Realization might...
make "FLAT TIRES" out of date. As they could have done this
before 9/11 but didn't for one reason or another! Video
Feature: Apps for Cyclists Offer Everything but the Flat-Tire
Kit By KIT EATON New York Times! 1984 II Dictators might
even let you access a remote camera to check on your bike
and watch the thieves live on a hidden bike cam...

6-2-2015 Windows 10 customers will say its Windows 8.1 with
more add on I will never use that slow Win 10 down and
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more add on I will never use that slow Win 10 down and
cause the mouse to jump... Windows 10.1 will come out next
month!
6-2-2015 Comcast and Time Warner Cable Customers say
they want to buy just 1 Cable Channel maybe 2 but not 500!
6-2-2015 Verizon Customers say they want to buy "Cell Time"
for their Windows 10 PC's by the min when there is no public
wifi for free. Apple MacBook Air + Pro II Customers will have
a built in iPhone 007 ++ to connect to AC wifi, witch is 10
times faster than Win 10 wifi n. Apple with the same password
world wide and of course your Apple id... I told you Windows
10 and PC's are a scam to keep you from getting 1,001
Nobel's in Medicine a Year for Humanity. 'Defeat for
Humanity' is Military MD's at Walter Reed + VA who spent $1
Trillion on Win 8.1 and didn't get 1 Nobel in Medicine from
their Win 8.1 as it was never programmed for this for
Humanity. Bill + Melinda Gates are a Defeat for Humanity
as the only Win 8.1 program to "Excel" was the one Bush sold
VA Organs to Saudi Citizens and Walter Reed MD did the
Transplants for a lot more than they got from Medicare and
VA work!

6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
Memory of Beau will not happen!!
6-2-2015 Patriot Act III 17 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia and
Walter Reed MD's have given 777 Trillion "Organ
Transplants" all from American Patriot's Veterans killed in
War. Their Organs were Transplanted into Saudi Arabia
Men as Saudi women can't drive or get a life saving Organ
Transplant.
6-2-2015 Patriot Act III MD's...
6-2-2015 MD's Patriot Act III... $777 Trillion II should
already be in Swiss and French Banks $$$
6-2-2015 Patriot MD's at Walter Reed + the VA
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
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6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
Memory of Beau will not happen!!
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
Memory of Beau will not happen!!
6-2-2015 Brain Cancer pre-loaded on Windows 10 in
Memory of Beau will not happen!!
6-2-2015 Beekeepers of 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out
with links and iApp's... H @ -254 C in a Bee Hive is just one
Invention Project for you to Write a Hemingway House
Writing Class Novel with each chapter getting colder or even
warmer from H generating Heat and have you check the
Oxygen levels of the Bee's vital signs... grin! Food for Thought
from Greg in Key West Today. Oh put a electric cow milking
machine spin off in the next Bee hive. To feed his habit, Mr.
Anderson, 35, keeps bees in the backyard of his home in
Broken Head, a village on Australia’s east coast near Byron
Bay in New South Wales. He comes from a family of hobbyist
beekeepers. Ten years ago, he grew impatient with the
traditional, labor-intensive methods of extracting honey. In
a backyard shed, he and his father, Stuart, invented an
alternative setup called Flow Hive, and this year they began
to sell it. Domesticated honeybees live in artificial hives —
boxes containing wooden frames laced with honeycombs.
Bees fill the combs with honey and seal them with wax.
Traditionally, to check on the bees’ progress, beekeepers don
protective suits, sedate the bees with smoke and remove the
frames. When it’s time to harvest, they cut off the wax caps,
place the frames in an extractor and filter out the wax and
dead bees. “You’re dripping with sweat. You’re lifting heavy
boxes. And if you’ve got a grumpy hive, which lots of mine
are, they might be stinging you through your bee suit,” Mr.
Anderson said.
6-2-2015 Invent a iApp to make stars 80 times faster than the
Milky Way is making them today. If you think in the "Din" of
your Frontal Lobe how do you make Stars 80 times faster and
make a few of them burn H different from the other Stars so
they will shine for 4 Trillion years you will do a Coup on the
July 31 release of Win 10.1 and our 1984 II Dictators who
could care less about Loving "Life" in Our Universe! And
learn how to write a iApps and how Stars are made + burn H.
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6-2-2015 Yale's Elite measured a bona fide distance to one of
the farthest and thus earliest galaxies known. The galaxy,
more than a few billion light-years on the other side of the
northern constellation Boötes, is one of the most massive and
brightest in the early universe and goes by the name of EGSzs8-1. It flowered into stardom only 670 million years after
the Big Bang. The light from that galaxy has taken 13
billion years to reach telescopes on Earth. By now, however,
since the universe has continued to expand during that
time, the galaxy is about 30 billion light-years away,
according to standard cosmological calculations. The new
measurements allow astronomers to see the galaxy in its
infancy. Despite its relative youth, however, it is already
about one-sixth as massive as the Milky Way, which is 10
billion years old. And it is getting bigger, making stars 80
times faster than the Milky Way is making them today. The
discovery was reported in The Astrophysical Journal by
Pascal Oesch of Yale University and his colleagues.

6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's they killed
Biden last 2 years and The 155 Story Yale Key West Medical
School in Key West and a Clone in Paris for Wars!
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's at Walter Reed
as Biden's Brain Cancer name is classified, no link to
brainstorm or write a chapter at the Hemingway House
Writing Class today with ideas to cure this brain cancer! The
Military MD's will not even tell us its name!
Los Alamos Super Computer last 2 years while Biden died a
slow death was never crunched by Walter Reed MD's! This is
one of 10 Super Computers at Los Alamos Walter Reed MD's
never even tried to use to save Biden's life...
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Greg + Wives in Key West will get All of Los Alamos Super
Computers and get a cure for Breast + Brain Cancer in less
time than Biden died... 2 yrs!

6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's... War On
Cancer was sacrifice so VA Combat Wounded Warrior's would
be the Hero's not Stage 4 women with no Medal of Honor just
torture by the CIA after 9/11 as the Rx Overnight Miracle
Cure for Brain + Breast Cancer would have been a given
Godsend by Greg + Wives in Key West in a legal Polygamous
Marriage writing at the Hemingway House Writing class a
Brain + Breast Cancer Novel on a iApps 24/7 with MacBook
Pro's as Windows 10 is a Scam and even Military MD's know
this. Cancer War was sacrificed so the VA Military MD could
conquer the World... as Hero! With a Medal of Honor VA Scam
that is really a war crime now Biden's son is Dead from
Brain Cancer after being diagnosed only 2 years ago. I lived
in my car the last 1 year 2 months... with no Los Alamos
super computer as the MD's at Walter Reed Hospital to
Brainstorm the cure for Brain Cancer. I will ask the 1984 II
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Brainstorm the cure for Brain Cancer. I will ask the 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictators with syphilis in their brains for a 1984
II wife with Brain Cancer well as Stage 4 Breast Cancer to
brainstorm and write with us in Key West and she will live
longer than 2 years as Biden was murdered! I will defeat the
Walter Reed Military MD's as they are a Defeat for Humanity
like Tim Cook's iWatch not watching for Dictators with
Syphilis, STD's, MS Virus on their caller id.

6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' VP Biden lost wife + daughter
in 1972 Head on Car Crash then when on to suppresss the
1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort Laser Guidance better than
F-22 Navy Fighter Jets and no head on collisions from 1980
to 2015... VP Biden killed millions of wives + daughters of
others by suppressing the 1980 Laster Guidance on the
ElectricWindmillFord Escorts from 1980 to 2015 and got tens
of thousands of cop killed by Black Men Obama's VP by
suppressing the iPhone 6 ++ dash cam mandatory in all cars
in 2015.
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's Los Alamo
Mobilization for the War on Brain + Breast Cancers 2015...
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's Mobilization of
Homeland Security to scan everone for Brain + Breast
Cancers!
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's... what does the
VA Admin think about human papillomavirus vaccination...
nothing! The VA adminstration let all these women get
infected, get cancer and die a tortured death so VA could be
the Hero that mobilizated for Iraq Oil Revenue $$$ war
wounded... this is a war crime and hate crime against
women...
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's human
papillomavirus vaccination... given at Publix + Whole Foods
Grocery stores to everyone... Hell No We Won't Go MD's said we
put water in Polio vaccinations in Pakistan for Pentagon
perks and money... we are Evil MD's! We spit on God!
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's 2001 terrorist
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6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's 2001 terrorist
from Saudi Arabia had $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues given
to them by MD's who helped suppress the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine
a Year with this $777 Trillion the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort would have earned the USA!
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's VA! They
murdered more USA SWF than Moslem Women via Brain +
Breast Cancer! Last 2 Years Biden... was fighting the cancer
war with no Military MD's at Walter Reed... there were in
Mecca on Vacation paid by $777 Trillion in 1984 II Dictator
perks to Military MD's for war crimes via poison gas!

6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's Brain + Breast
Cancer Wars lost to Wars in Iraq... gas $$$$
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's because they
drive a gasoline car not a 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's
6-1-2015 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's
5-31-2015 Biden Brain Cancer, MD's killed him Driving A
Gasoline "Fueled" Era void of Brain + Breast Cancer Cures!
5-31-2015 Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in
Washington... 'Defeat for Humanity' Military MD's mass
murders since the 1980 Invention + Suppression of the
ElectricWindmillFord Focus with laser guidance and Jewish
Alien MD's who cured Brain + Breast Cancers in 1981.
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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